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About This Game

 Gameplay
       A hardcore platformer with the difficulty of classic NES games. The increasing complexity and large number of strategic

actions at each level. Mix and match different types of weapons, items, and build a sequence of actions.

 Painted two-dimensional high resolution graphics. Cartoon style in the spirit of 1990s animation.

 The plot is based on the Mayan civilization mythology.

 Large number of funny animations.

 More than 40 colorful and diverse levels in 6 completely different worlds.

 High-quality old school style’s sound.

                                                 Story
       Ancient elders told that the previous world died in the "big flood" when the sky fell to the ground and the light disappeared.
After that, there was a period between two worlds, a time of magic and heroic events. It was the birth of the heroes-twins first
pair, children of previous creators. When the warriors grew, they were summoned to the underworld, Xibalba, for playing ball
very loud. After the terrible torture they were executed, but from the head of one of them, the God of Maize, king Xibalba’s

daughter, lady Blood, magically got pregnant.
       Lady Blood was cast out. She gave birth to a new pair of legendary heroes-twins Hunahpu and Xbalanque. When they grew
up, the brothers carried out many heroic deeds. Their first feat was a victory over the evil stepbrothers, which they turned into

people-monkeys with the help of ancient magic. The second feat of the glorious brothers was the victory over the terrible Vucub-
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Kakish bird.
       After all this, the brothers faced a new threat - kings-magicians of the underworld Xibalba, who left their world and came

to ours to enslave it. They were able to take possession of Xbalanque’s mind and force him to serve their will.
       Our hero Hunahpu have a long way to go to save his twin brother Xbalanque from the dark spell of Xibalba kings. To do
this he will need to go through forests and rivers, swamps and jungle, snowy mountains and the very underworld of Xibalba.

Maybe he'll be able to save not only his brother but also bring back to life his father Maize.
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Great story and unique setting. This game took away a month of my life and I regret nothing.. Game hangs. Unplayable.. I really
enjoyed this game. I would recommend it to anyone that likes the challenge of overcoming an obstacle... anyone that is a fan of
the dark souls games would have fun with this one.

At 5 dollars it is at least worth the try for the music alone.
. This is a great game with tons of story lines, good achevment and it realy makes you feel like you have a choice. I am a sci-fi,
so i did not realy see the othe genres, but this is a wonderful game for $7. The only drawback is there are realy only 2
endings. The school is desrtoyed, or you save the school. Overall good game.. great ship let enemy come at you. I liked this
game. It is clearly, the product of love by its creator.. 6.1 hrs on record
AHH FEEL THE NOSTALGIA!

As a child growing up in the 80's and being a big reader it was a labour of love saving up money to buy every fighting fantasty
book as they came out. This was my first purchased fighting fantasy book so it still holds a special place in my heart. Forest of
Doom was in the typical setting of most of the fighting fasntasy books. Tin Man games has done a great job of transferring this
book to the computer. If you enjoyed fighting fantasy books back in the day then I highly reccommend you pick this up for your
self or your children.
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\udb40\udc21. Anyone knows if there is a group to play whit more people than bots~!?. Early Access Trash at its finest, hastn't
been updated in 4 years completely abandoned garbage don't give these scam artists your money.. This is a great game, bought it
in the VR sale along with Due, which is found to be amazing.

These are now some of my favourate VR games.

I hope the dev does some more VR games, as I will certainly by buying them.. 10\/10 Gameplays
10\/10 Music from another music games
0\/10 cus FC+all PF the scroll lower then FC+2 Good

Edit : Just kidding about not recommend. - Good game for PSX FMV nostalgia pals! ;)
- Laura, the protagonist, is looking to find out what's happening in the hospital where his dad is mass murdering people. D will
take a plot twist right at the first minutes and there you go.
- The game happens in a 2hs run (mandatory) or is game over.

Pros:
- The port is based on DOS Box but is pretty playable, no issues.
- Kenji Eno made the music of the game and you should check the story of the life\/death of this dev.
- Don't miss the endings and credits ;)

Cons:
- The puzzles are very easy, but the rhythm of the exploration may be too slow for today's standards. That's why I say, play this
if you like this genre and you played games like this back in the 90's. Low budget dialog, but funny classic danger moments.

Notes:
D has a sequel on Dreamcast called D2 that's very different and continues the story of the main protagonist and has nothing to
do with D4: Dark Dreams Don't Die from Swery65.
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